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FOREWORD

One of the key goals advanced by the Southern Regional Education Board in its 1988 report. Goals

for Education: Challenge 2000. is that. by the yra 2000, the school dropout rate will be reduced
by one-half. Reaching this pal will be a major challenge. Why is reducing the dropout rate so
important? Here are some implications of having one-third of the region's youth fail to complete
high school:

High school dropouts face an unemployment rate nearly double that for high school graduates.

A large proportion of rhe inmates in the region's prisons are school dropouts.

FaMilies headed by dropouts are twice as likely as all families to have incomes below the poverty

level. And. 22 percent of students from low income families will drop out, perpetuating the cycle
of poverty.

The high school graduation rate in 1988 for SREB states Was approximately 69 percent.

In 1989, the average annual income for a high school dropout is more than $3.000 less than that

of a high school graduate.

To accomplish the regional and state goals to reduce the number of dropouts, this report indicates
that focused and sustained efforts are needed at both the local school level and the stare level to change

schools. All schools must address those problems within their influence that prevent students from
graduating from high school. This will involve doing some things different '. y at the local school level

and providing leadership that focuses on incorporating permanent practices and strategies proven
to promote meaningful school completion of at-risk students.

The importance of educating all the citizens of a state may have been best captured by one of the
nation's greatest thinkers. Thomas Jefferson:

I know no safe depository of the ultimate powers of society t ut tbe people themselves:
and if we think tbem not enlightened enough to exetrise their control witbu whole-
some discretion, the remedy isnot to take it from them but to inform their disartion.

This report recommends the steps that must be taken to help insure that in the future the largest
proportion possible of the region's citizens will be "enlightened" sufficiently to be successful in life

and to use with discxtion "the ultimate powers of society.-

Mark I). Musick. President



REACHING THE GOAL TO
REDUCE THE DROPOUT RATE

"I don't wanna go back to school today. I don't like it there. Ain't
nobody interested in me, tept for Ms. Bennett. I'm gonna drop
out anyway. Nobody likes me 'cause I'm ugly. I'm a alcoholic toa
I can gtlt a fob in a prisontbat's wbere I'll end up."

Willie. a 16-yearold eighth grade student

Thousands of young people in SREB states share Willie's loss of faith in our
schools. If the states in this region are to prosper, Willie and students like him
must be reached. Young neople, parents, educators, business leaders.
policymakers in state and lutal government, and members of the public must
act decisively to make these students aware of and appreciate the link between
education and challenging, rewarding employment. The idea, of course, is to
motivate all students to stay in school, at least until they complete the
12th grade.

Willie and students like him are the focus of one of the key goals advanced
by the Southern Regional Education Board in its 1988 report, Goals for Edu-
cation: Challenge 2000. By the year 2000, the school dropout rate will
be reduced by onobalf. Reaching this regional goal in every state will require
focused and sustained efforts at both the local school level and the state level
to remove barriers to high school graduation.



SRNS RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR REDUCING THE SCHOOL DROPOUT RATE

To cut the dropout rate in half by r:se year 2000. SREB stlite policymakers must actively address
four areas:

setting local as well as state goals for reducing the number of dropouts;

getting local schools to focus on student outcomes:

keeping score and reporting the results of dropout prevention efforts;

providing state leadership in dropout prevention.

Setting Local Goals

SREB stateS have developed state goals fordropout reduction. but few require local school systems
to establish such goals. If we reduce the tegional dropout raw it) percent by the year 2000, it will be
because local cducational and community leaderf set a goal. aim for it. and reach it. The goal must
be to retain students in school and provide them wsth the tools they need to lead a fruitful life as suc-
cessful and productive citizens.

SIM recommends that:

States require local school districts to establish special goals for reducing dropout rates.
States have local school districts set goals for raising the academic competencies of at-
risk students in middle and early high school grades.

Getting Local Schools to Focus on Student Outcomes

An adequate plan for dropout reduction will require local education and community leaders to work
together to defme and address the problera. The aim of the plan must be to: establish among educa-
tional leaders that the current dropout rate is no longer acceptable; build a knowledge base of proven
practices for dropout prevention; provide state technical assistance on a continuing basis to local school
districts adopting dropout prevention practices; advance the know-how for district and school-level
leadm to address the dropout problem effectively and successfully while concurrently improving the
academic achievement of potential dropouts; and help local schools operate as problem-solving
organizations, talmg the initiative to change their programs to improve outcomes.

US recommends tines

States promote a vision of how middle and secondary schools must change if more
students are to complete high school.

States require all school systems to develop dropout prevention plansat the school level
for those clusters of middle and secondary schools witha dropout rate greater than the
state's dropout goal for the year 2000. Plans should be approved by the State Department
of Education.

States focus on developing leadership at the school level to direct dropout prevention
efforts.



States establish a system of inceutives and sanctions that encourage students to attend
school and encourage unity of purpose among school faculty to successfully return at-risk
students to the mainstream of education.

Keeping Score and Reporting the Results

State policymakers must draw the public's attention to the seriousness of the dropout problem and
keep it there. One state educational specialist responsibk for dropout prevention ha:s said it best: "If
scars want action at the building level to improve dropout prevention, then states must publish annually.

by system and by school. information on attendance. chronic absenteeism. and the number of thupouts.-

SWIM recommends that:

All SREB states adopt the full definition for "dropout" proposed by the National Center
for Education Statistics and prepare to participate in the data collection procedures for
the 1991-92 school year.

States develop a dropout information management system with capacity to determine
who drops out and why.

States assess progress of their dropout prevention programs by establishing a scorekeep-
ing and annual reporting system on dropouts by district and by school.

Providing State Leadership

Reaching the dropout reduction goal will require state initiatives that challenge local leaders
education, community, and businessto reach higher levels of motivation, performance, and moral
responsibility for successfully holding more students in school through graduation. These initiatives
must change the mind-set of local school teams. Presently, these attitudes often prevail: "Ve cannot
reduce the dropout raw at our school because thc students are poor: they speak another language at
home: there are too many project kids.- State leaders must help local school leaders address and sur-
mount these attitudes. Until every school in the state is committed to a program of dropout prevention.
significant reduction of dropout rates is likely to remain a dream.

SRI* recommends that:

Each state develop a system for identifying potential dropouts in middle and secondary
schools for the purpose of intervening to keep those students in school.

States support research and evaluation efforts to determine the effectiveness of
approaches for keeping at-risk youth in school and advancing their academic
achievement.

States create and empower an office or commission on dropout prevention.

States use their funding resourcesfederal, state, and localto promote a unified and
comprehensive dropout prevention program.

States establish on-site review teams who can evaluate progress and provide technical
assistance to those schools in troubk

States require all youth to be enrolled in an "approved educational program" until age
18 or until they receive a diploma whichever comes qrst.



WHAT THE FUTURE WILL LOOK UKE

lf the SREB tecommendations are followed. the future in the states within our region will look like this:

Every Local School Will Be a Problem-solving Organization. Because
dropouts are often invisible and most teachers are not aware of how many students are leaving and
why, all educators will be fully aware of the dropout problem in their own school and will address

every aspect of the problem in order to design a lasting solution. This will involve not only making
a commitment to educate all youth until age 18. but diversifying the setting and the approach
employed.

States Will Provide a Clear Focus on Schools with Greatest Need states witi
irquite special action plans at the school level for all clusters of middle and secondary schools with

a dropout rate greater than the rate suggested in the states dropout goal for the year 2000.

States Will Have a Strong Commitment to Accelerating Achievement of
At-risk Students. States will have an articulated vision of how middle and secondary schools
must change if they arc to have larger numbers of at-risk students receiving a meaningful high school
diploma.

Local Schools Will Have Long Attention Spans and Will Concentrate on
Outcome& Schools and school systems will no longer address the dropout problem in a highly
fragmented manner over brief periods of time, adding and soon dropping some special new service
as project funds become available and then expire. Instead, schools will have a focus on outcomes
and will make changes as needed in their curriculum, instructional approaches, school climate.
and organization to improve outcomes for at-risk students.

State and Local Leaders Will Understand the Characteristics of Effective
Schools Serving Large Numbers of At-risk Students. Because they med to know
what works in keeping at-risk students in school and advancing their educational achievenwnt.
state and local policymakers will support a vigorous research and evaluation program of dropout
prevention initiatives, and local districts will no longer adopt strategies with little or no evidence
of their effectiveness.

Schools Will Commit Themselves to Molding Students' Attitudes and
Values about Learning, Careers, Honesty, Rcliability, Fairness, Respect
for Others and Self. School administrators and teachers will be attentive to school practices
and outcomes over which they have some influence. State and local leaders will look beyond the
reasons students give for leaving school and identify and address the facto's which most often con-
tribute to dropping out.

Schools Will Be Held Accountable to the People Who Depend on Their
PerformanceParents, Students, Community and Business Leaders. At

a minimum, states will keep score on the dropout rate by system and by school and on academic
achievement of at-risk students as measured by grades and achievement tests. They will publish
an annual report that provides the above information by district and by school for the previous
five years.
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REACHING THE GOAL
TO REDUCE THE DROPOUT RATE

"I don't uwma go back to school today Noe like it tbere Ain't nobody intemsted
in me. eept for Ms. Bennett. I'm gonna dmp out anyway Nobody likes me 'cause
IM ugly M a alcoholic Ma I can get a job in a prison that's where I'll end up.-

Arne, a 16-year-old eighth grade student

Literally thousands of young people in SREB
states slr Willie's feelings about school. If the
states in this region are to prosper. Willie and stu-
dents like him must be reached. They and their
parents. kaders in state and local government.
education, business, and the public must be com-
mitted to decisive actions to make these students
aware of and appreciate the link between educa-

tion and challenging, rewarding employment .

The idea, of course, is that this knowledge will
motivate all students to stay in school, at least
until completing high school.

Willie and students like him are the focus of
one of the key goals advanced by ow Southern
Regional Education Board in its 1988 r:port.
Goals for Education: Challenge 2000,

BY THE TEAR 2000-
The school dropout rate will be reduced by one-balf.

Reaching this goalsignificantly reducing the
number of students who dropout of school each
yearrepresents a major challenge in virtually
every SREB state. Between 1982 and 1988. only
two SREB statesAlabama and West Virginia
reponed dropout rate reductions that, if extended
to the year 2000. would result in accomplishing
this goal. Dropout rates in eight statesArkansas.
Kentucky. Louisiana. Mississippi, Oklahoma,
South Carolina. Tennessee. and Texasdeclined
so little that. at the same pace. the goal would not
be reached. In Florida. Georgia, Maryland. North

Carolina. and Virginia, the dropout rates
increased.

Wlw is a major reduction in the dropout rate so
important? Let some facts speak for themselves:

In 1989, 1,660.000 people between the ages
of 16 and 24 in the SREB states were dropouts.

Statistics from the Bureau of Labor show that
the average annual income for a high school
dropout is $3,239 less than for a person gradu-
ating from high school. If all 1.660,000 of
those dropouts had been working in 1989. that
would amount to a loss of $5.38 billion in
earning powa

The Departmeni of labor reports that in 1989.
high school dropouts faced an unemployment
rate of 28.7 percent: the jobless rate for high
school graduates was 14.7 perm:,

According to the National Center for Educa-
tion Statistics (NCES). black students are
almost twice as likely as witite students to drop

out of school.

At least 80 percent of the inmates in the
nation's prisons are school dropoty,s. In one
SREB state, only 11 percent of the prison popu-

lation had a reading level of grade 12 or higher.

Families headed by &pouts are twice as likely
as all families to have incomes below the
poverty level. And. 22 percent of students
from low income families will drop out. per-
petuating the cycle of poverty.

The most recently published information
reported by states to the U.S. Department of
Education indicates that in 1988 the high
school graduation rate for SREB states aver-
aged 68.6 percent; the national average was
71.1 percent.

A 1989 report by the U.S. H JUR of Represen-

tatives Select Committee on taildren, Youth.
and Families states that if current trends con-
tinue, the number of at-risk children in the
United States and in the SREB region will
increas dramatically.

The number of students who drop out of
school in a year influences high school gradua-
tion rates. If current high school graduation rates



are even remotely accurate and if SREB states
cominue to "brush off" the dropout problem. the

chance of reaching the regional goalreducing
the school dropout rate by one-h:lfis slim.

NVithout a compkte turnaround in the dropout
flow. states will find themselves with a shortage
of new front-line workers capabk of being
productive in the increasingly competitive inter-
national economyknd. states will find them-
selves with tax receipts inadequate to meet rising
costs for welfare. prisons, and health services to
support those who fail to receive an adequate
education. To overcome this potential regional
disaster. every state in the SREB region will need
inspired public and private leaders who will treat

this problem as the grave emergency it is.

As state and local leaders manize initiatives for

dropout reduction. three concerns must be
addressed. First. reducing the dropout rate and in-

creasing the high school graduation rate involve
more than simply keeping students in school until

completion.

Schools must see that students at risk of drop-

ping out gain the tools needed to lead a fruitful
life as successful and productive citizens. The
central focus of state and local dropout preven-
tion plans must be to help potential dropouts
achieve the academic goals established for all
students. These students must develop their
capacity for continued learning in either a work

or educational setting. To accomplish this, local
school administrators must make substantial long-

term changes in the culture of the school that will

help retain at-risk students; these administrators
must not be satisfied with short-term externally
funded proiects whose activities case when the
funds are exhausted.

Second. the school dropout prii km encom-
passes a host of problems that sce:ik age youth

encounter both in and out of school. To address
the dropout problem successfully, school leaders
must: identify the factors that turn students away
from school and education; determine how to
help students face these problems; and involve
the school. home. and community in a plan of
action to keep potential dropouts in school.

Third. educators often blame conditions ex-
ternal to the school, such as poverty or dysfunc-
tional family life, as the conditions that cause
young people to "give up on" school and drop
out. An air of hopelessness often dominates local
school leaders who may respond by wringing
their hands, shaking their heads, and saying. "But
what can we do about those things?" There are
many things in a student's life of learning that the
school can control in the time that the student
spends at school, but first, many local educators
will have to change th,*ir attitude regarding what
schools can do to solvt (he dropout problem.

Schools Must Raise Academh Achievement of Potential Dropouts

State and local plans designed to reduce dropout rates will be incomplete unless they also focus on
raising the academic achievement of potential dropouts. Of yoling adults between 18 and 23 years old,

those 14 .)asic academic skills in the bottom fifth of their class when compared to their peels in the
top half, are:

8.8 times more likely to have left school without a diploma;

8.6 times more likely to have had a child out of wedlock;

5.4 times more likely to be receiving some form of public assistance;

5.0 times more likely to be at poverty-level in income;

5.0 times more likely not to be enrolled in school;

3.6 times more likely to be neither working, nor taking care of a child;

2.2 times more likely to have been arrested in the previota year.

Source- The known tiall Vart-college Haab PI Monza. The Witham T. Gram Faits:ion Common on Wort. Family xxi Citiaragapjamsay, 1916.



Political and educational ludas in most states,
however, fall woefully short in formulating and
executing a plan that links state resources and
leadership with local educators and community
leaders in a mutually supportive effort for achiev-

ing their stated goal. It particular. the following
three shortcomings art noticeable:

Most smtes do not have basic information on
who drops out, when, and why.

Strategies for focusing and maintaining die
attention of public and professional educators

on the problem for a decade do not exist in
most states.

Comprehensive plans are not in place in most
states for implementing school-level prackes
co encourage students to stay in school and to

eliminate prxtices that contribute to students
dropping out.

This document gives a general snapshot of
states initiatives to reduce the dropout raw and
offers 16 recommendations and some examples
of the best practices for a comprehensive state
attack to close the gapto reduce the dropout
cue by one-half and achieve the regional goal by
the year 2000. A 1990 survey of SREB State
Departments of Education and telephone inter-
views of SREB state dropout prevention coordi-
nators reveal that while a few states do perform
many of these activities, most SREB states. as yet.

perform only a few. Curtently, no SREB state has

a functioning dropout prevention system that
includes all l6 recommendations.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
REDUCING THE SCHOOL DROPOUT RATE

To reduce the dropout raw in SREB SCUM one-

half by the year 2000. state policymakers must
establish and maintain public attention on the
seriousness of the dropout problem. Policymakers

must demand that there is a state system for

knowing who the state's dropouts are and what
kind of proms is being made in keeping students
in school. State policy leaders must insist that
plans for reaching the state goal be formulated
and carried out. Decisive actions are essential.

1 SREB recommends that states require local school districts to
establish special goals for reducing dropout rates.

All SREB states have developed goals for reduc-

ing the school dropout rate (Table I). Six states
Georgia, Kentucky, Mississippi, North Carolina.
South Carolina. and Virginia have goals that call
for reducing the dropout rate by one-half. The
goal in Arkansas is to reduce the dropout raw by
90 percent by the year 2000.

Louisiana. Maryland. Oklahoma, Tennessee.
and West VirOnia have expressed their sow goals
in terms of high school completion. Maryland's
goal is also different in that it is not stated in quan-
tifiable terms. Florida and Texas have established
state goals for reducing the dropout rate to four

percent and five percent. respectively, several
years before the year 2000.

SREB states have developed state goals for
dropout reduction, but few require local school
systems to establish such goals. if the regional
dropout raw is to be reduced by one-half by the
year 2000, it will be because local educational
and community leadets set a goal. aim for it. and
reach it. Local systems with a specific goal are
likely to have a plan in operation and to reach
their goal. SREB believes that it is essential to
extend the dropout reduction goal-setting process
to local school districts and communities.

1 0



Tale 1
MD MATS ODAIS Poi
MUMS WU MD
1101001 DROPOUT Ran
AND DIVILOPIAINT Of
STATE PLANS Or AMON

Stares Goal

Alabama

Arkansas

Florida

Georgia

Kentucky

Louisiana

Marylano

Mississippi

North Carolina

Oklahoma

South Carolina

Tennessee

Texas

Virginia

West Virginia

To reduce the number of dropouts to 2,000 by the year 2000

To reduce the dropout rate by 90% by the year 2000.

To reduce the dropout rate to 4% or less try 1995.

To reduce the dropout rate by onealf.

To reduce the dropout rate by onetalf by the year 2000.

Expressed in terms of high school completion: By the year 2000,

80% or more of Louisiana high school students will graduate with

a regular high school diploma.

95% of Maryland's students will achieve a high school diploma

and will be prepared for postsecondary education, employment, or

both.

To reduce the school dropout rate by onetall by the year 2001.

To reduce by onealf the dropout rate in every school district.

At least 90 percent of students entering first grade each year will

ultimately graduate from high school.

To reduce the dropout rate by onetalf by the year 2000.

Expressed in terms of high school completion: By the year 2000,

the statewide graduation rate shall be at least 85%.

To reduce dropout rate by 5% by 1997-98.

No school division shall have a dropout rate higher than the

present statewide average and the present average will be reduced

by onealf by the year 2000.

Expressed in terms of high school completion: By the year 2000,

the percentage of students who graduate will increase to 90%.

Has State Plan
of Action Been

Developed?
_

Yes

Being developed

Yes

Being developed

Being developed

No

Yes

Yes

No

Being developed

Yes

Yes

Yes

Being developed

SOURCES State Departments ot Education SREB Maret 990 Sutler Gate F Games &Wive Ga n SAFB Wes SREB, t990

2 SREB recommends that states have local school districts set goals
for raising the academic competencies of at-risk students in
middle and early high school grades.

Reducing the dropout rate or increasing the
graduation rate will not eliminate the growing gap

between "haves" and "have nots." States and local

districts must also develop specific goals for rais-

ing the basic and academic competencies of at .
risk students and for assessing their success. so
that all high school gtaduates will be capable of

further learning on the job Of in a postsecondary
institution. Current tracking and rtmcdiation
practices serve to lower wectations and achieve-
ment of at-risk students.

As the schools improve academic achievement
of middle and high school students, dropout rates

Ii



will fall and more students will be completing a

meaningful high school program. Some SREB
sates have taken actions to encourage students to
meet higher standards. For example. all SREB
Slates have identified student achievement goals.

such as:

Elevating elementary and secondary achieve-
ment to levels that meet or exceed national
averages and are competitive with other devel-

oped countries;

Increasing the percentage of students taking
algebra or applied algebra;

Increasing enrollment in and completion
of upper-level science andior mathematics
courses;

Reducing the achievement gap between disad-

vantaged high school students and those who
are not disadvantaged:

Improving pmmotion rates in grades 9 through

12; and

Improving high school graduation rates.

SREB states and local communities. however
have not set goals specifically directed to at-risk

students. States and local school districts need to

develop a specific goal fur raising the basic aca-
demic competencies of at-risk students and to
create programs for tracking at-risk students suc-
cess. School must help potential dropouts
develop a dream for their future that includes a
vision of themselves as successful working mem-
bers of society. To break the poverty cycle and its

tight lock on many potential dropouts requires
ensuring that they stay in school. receive a high
school diploma that means something. and pit-
pare for further learning and employment.

SREB recommends that all SREB states adopt the full definition
for "dropout" proposed by tbe National Center for Education
Statistics and prepare to participate in the data collection

procedures for the 1991-92 scbool year.
States can neither solve the dropout problem The U.S. Bureau ot -he Census reported most

nor document their progress until educators at the recently that more than four percent of all
school level know how many students drop out. students in grades 10 through 12 dropped out
who they are, why, and when those students drop annually (ibid.). Over three yeats, that would
out. These basic questions cannot be answered. translate roughly into a rate of 13 percent for a
nor comparisons made within and between group of students aS they move between the tenth
states, until a common defmition of the term grade and graduation in the twelfth grade.
'dropout" and a uniform method for collecting
and reporting information on dropouts are used
across the region.

The public is confused by the conflicting
reports and the various ways dropouts are re-
ported. A look at three different reporting
methods reveals three different rates for the
Southern region.

Data collected by the Higb kbool and Beyond
study (HSB) suggest that I" percent of the 1980
sophomore class in the nation did not remain in
school through graduation (The National Opinion
Research Center 1986). For the Southern region.
193 percent of the 1980 sophomores did not
graduate (National Center for Education Statistics.
1988).

The variation between the figures reported
from HSB data and the Census data suggests fur-

ther difficulty in securing a useful understanding

of how many students drop out. While these MO
are helpful because they provide a general picture
of the severity of the dropout problem for the
country, there are problems with these data
sources. Ent, HSB data provide information for
a single group of students. Subsequent data col-
lections would have enabled researchen to iden-
tify trends over time. Second, both data sources
are collected on students in grades 10 through 12.
The literature indicates, however, that high
dropout rates occur in the ninth grade and earlier.

Finally, neither of those sources provides infor-
mation on dropout rates by states.

12



Enrollment data and graduation rates reported
by public schools to the U.S. Department of Edu-

cation also shed light on the dropout problem.
Graduation rates reported on the annual "Wall
Chart" are calculated by dividing the number of
high school graduates in a gaven year by the ninth-

grade enrollments four years earliee sith adjust-
ments made for interstate migration. According
to this source, in 1982, the graduation rate in SREB

states ranged from 53 percent to 75 percent. By
1988, goduation rates in most SREB stlICS had in-

creased somewhat. ranging from 58 percent to
77 percent (Tab'-! 2).

Many people look at the graduation rates listed

oki the "Wall Chart" and assume that a dropout
rate can be calculated by subtracting a graduation

rate from 100. The "Wall Chart." howevet was
never intended to provide dropout rates and does

not contain the necessary data for calculating
such rates.

Table 2
NOON 20WOL GRADUATION
RATES FOR BM STATER
1988, 1987, end 19881

States 1982 1907 1988

Alabama 63.4% 70.2% 74.9%

Arkansas 73.4 77.5 77.2

Flonea2 60.2 58.6 58.0

Georgia 65.0 62.5 61.0

Kentucky 65.9 67.4 69.0

Louisiana 52.9 60.1 61.4

Maryland 74.8 74.5 741

Mississippi 61.3 64.8 66.9

North Carolina 67.1 67.8 66.7

Oklahoma 70.8 72.6 71.7

South Carolina 63.8 66.9 64.6

Tennessee 67.8 67.8 69.3

Texas 616 65.1 65.3

Virginia 73.8 74.0 71.6

West Virginia 66.3 76,2 77.3

'Graduation rates ;petty public schools only The adersted rates are calcuiated by &Wrap the number

or public tagn semi graduates tyi the publIc ninth grade maniere tour wars whet t4nnthgrade

eneklments include a mated portion ot the secondary school studerts who are =imbed coacte

CoaduatiOn ageS are arSo corrected tor nem* POPtdahnh nutialbOn

?US Departmental Educton niies that Florida uses Wawa intonation tor delemunang the gra ou

ation rate than NI used tN other states in the sites reported here

SOURCES Stale Doman at Educitr SREB March 1990 sunei. and US Department at

Education, Stat &Vahan Rytonnarre Chart, 1982- and 1982-ses

The advantage of the "Wall Chart" is that it
reports graduation by srates; the disadvanrage is
that the definition of "graduate" and the methods
of collecting the information friar srate-to-

:tate. Furthermore, the graduajon Wes in some
stares do not include the number of persons of
graduating age receiving a "GED" diploma
through the General Educational Development
program, Until states adopt uniform practices in
determining the dropout rate, it is likely that many

policymakers will continue to make decisions
based on figures from the "Wall Chart."

Until recently, many SREB states did not have
a state definition for "dropout." 'Way, 13 SREB
states have established a state definition of
dropout (Me 3). The definitions vary, howevet
from state to state and, for the most part, occur
because of variations in the definition of "school
year" and in itaSOMS for excluding students from

the dropout count. Examples of variations
include:

Some states do not count as dropouts persons
who transfer to private vocational schools, job

training, or similar educational programs that
du not provide certification equivalent to a
high school diploma.

West Virginia counts as dropouts all students
who transfer to any GED program.

Arkinsas considers students who transfer to a
pan-time GED program as dropouts; Texas
does not.

Florida only considers as dropouts those stu-
dents who are no: over the age of compulsory
school attendance when they leave school.

Maryland and Mississippi require systems
to report dropouts during the enrollment
period from the first of June to the last of May;

other states report from September 1 through
August 31.

Oklahoma does not count as dropouts stu-
dents who are over 18 years of age when they
leave school.

Toms does not consider as dropouts students
who have been enrolled in a district for less
than 30 consecutive days when they leave
school.

By carefully wording the definition of school
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TAO. 3
DATA COURCTION ON

DROPOUTS IN SIND SUM

State Information
Management System

State Definition

of Dropout Exists
Participation in to Follow Students and Applies to

States NCES Field Test Through the System All School Systems

Alabama Yes Nts Yes

Arkansas 1ts No No

Florida Yes Being developed Yes

Georgia Yes Being developed Yes

Kentucky No Developed but awaiting funding No

Louisiana Yes Being developed Yes

Maryland Yes Being developed Yes

Mississippi Yes Being developed Yes

North Carolina Nes Yes Yes

Oklahoma Yes No Yes

South Carolina No Yes Yes

Tennessee No Being developed Yes

Texas No `its Yes

Virginia No Being developed Yes

West Virginia No Yes Yes

SOURCE State Depaftments ot Education SRE8 Mato T990 Sur Vt'y

dropout. a state can easily present information to
the public that shows a lower dropout rate than
that of another state: in fact. the tate might be con-

siderably higher if both states were to use the same

definition of "dropout" and the same data collec-
tion procedures. Until the facts about dropout
rates are known, states cannot spark public
outrage about the dropout problem or create con-
sensus among local educators and community
leaders on the need to address the problem.

The United States Department of Education.
through the National Center for Education Statis-

tics (NCES), has undertaken a major effort to
develop a common definition of "dropout" and
a uniform method for collecting dropout infor-
mation. Currently, only three SREB states
Georgia, Louisiana, and South Carolinause the
National Center for Education Statistics method
of data collection and defining dropouts: other
states use parts of the NCES definition.

A standard definition would enable state offi-
cials to compare their dropout rates with other
states and would facilitate tracking of students
who migrate between states. Nine SREB states
Alabama. Arkansas. Florida. Georgia, Louisiana,
Maryland, Mississippi, North Carolina. and
Oklahomaare participating in an NCES fkld
test (Table 3). While a state may be participating
in the field test. not all school districts may
be involved.

The NCES-proposed definition of dropout
would solve the problems of when to collect or
report the data, what a high school dropout is.
and what a state- or district- approved program
is. Full-tirae GED students would not he counted

as dropouts. All SREB states need to make plans
now to adopt fully the NCES definition of
dropout and data collection procedures and begin
using the system for the entire state for the
1991- 92 school year.

1 4



NCES-Proposed Definition of Dropout

A dropout is an individual who:

was enrolled in school at some time during the previous yrar:

was not enrolled at the beginning of the current school year:

has not graduated from high school or completed a state- or district-approved educational
program: and

dors not meet any of the following exclusionary conditions:
transfer to another public school district, private school. or state- or district- approved educa-

tion program:
temporary absence due to suspension or school-approved illness: or
death.
For the purposes of this definition. t`..le following clarifications are made:

A school year is the I2-month period of time begAning with the normal opening of school in the fall:

An individual has graduated from high school or completed an approved education program upon
receipt of formal recognition from school authorities:

A state- or district-approved program may include special education programs. home-based instruc-
tion. and school-spomored GED preparation. if enrolled full- time.

SREB recommends tbat states develop a dropout information
management system with capacity to determine wbo drops out

a and wby.

To determine the extent of the dropout
problem and to design solutions, the infornution
management system states adopt must do three
things: determine the state dropout rates by
school district and by school: describe students
who drop out: and determine why students
drop out.

Determining dropout rates by school dis-
trict and school. An information management
system will require that schools collect and report
information, Dropout prevention involves paper-

work. Even at the school building level, dropouts

are invisible and most teachers are not aware of
how many students are leaving and why. Only
when all educators in every school are fully aware
of the dropout problem in their own school will
the combined efforts of educators reach a solu-
tion to the problem. At a recent SREB meeting on

dropout prevention, a school superintendent
from North Carolina said:

My secondary teachers did not believe we bad

a dropout problem until we documented the

number who bad dropped Out over a
12.month period and the reason for leai 'ing.

first. teachers really did not believe the
figures. They said we counted some folks
twice. By compiling dropout information
and sharing it with teachers. we were able to
make them aware of the problem and get
them involved in its solution. Now we pre-
pare a comparative dropout report annually
and share it so faculty can see our progress
or lack of progress. For us, this is an effective
way to keep the fticully involved in develop-
ing strategies hr further reducing the
dropout rate

Determining who drops out. If educators
could accurately describe dropouts from each
school. they would be better able to predict
which students are at risk of dropping out in the
future. StTef21 school. personal, and home factors

appear to be related to students' dropping out of
school. SREB recommends that a state manage-
ment information system be designed to collect
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information oil those factors identified by the cur-

rent research literature on dropping out. To cal-
culze dropout rates for particular groups. states
must also collect information on the school en-
rollment for each grade level by those characteris-

tics identified with dropping out of school.

SREB states vary greatly in their capacity to pro-

vide this information.

All SREB states. except Kentucky. have indi-
cated that by 1991 they will be able to provide

information on dropouts by racekthnicity and
gender. Developing the sytiterr. in each state is

contingent upon funding.

Nine statesAlabama. Arkansas. Florida.
North Carolina. Oklahoma. South Carolina.
Texa.s. Virginia. and Nlibt Virginiahave infor-
mation on the grade level of dropouts.

Only Kentucky and Virginia report that they
currently collect information at the state level
on individual student absenteeism.

None of the SREB states report knowing what

proportion of students enrolled in their
schools are chronically absent from grade to
grade.

Ten SREB states can determine the dropout rate

by race: 14 states can determine the dropout
rate by sex (Table 4

Only live statesAlabama. Florida. Kentucky.
Maryland. and North Carolinarequire that
academic achievement of "at-risk- students be

Table
AVAILABILITY OF SEATO

INFORMATION ON 11111.11-29
MON SCHOOL IMAMATE.,
BY MCI AND OINDIR

SREB States Race Gender

Alabama yes yes

Arkansas yes Yes

Florida yes Yes

Georgia no yes

Kentucky no Yes

Louisiana Yes yes

Maryland no no

Mississippi no yes

North Carolina yes yes

Oklahoma yes yes

South Carolina no yes

Tennessee Yes yes

Texas yes Yes

Virginia yes yes

West Virginia yes yes

SOURCE Stale Depattmenis ot E ouration SRES Marcn 1940 Survey

reported. even though educatois often cite aca-

demic failure and/or poor grades as factors
which put students at risk of dropping out
(Table

Only Alabama and Texas report that they have

in place a statc management system to follow
students through school.

Information that State Management Infonnation Systems Should Provide

Penonal Factors

racelethnicity

gender

III age, in relationship to
classmates

pregnancies

drug or alcohol dependency

Scbool Factors

school attendance

IIII reading and mathematics
achievement

school discipline problems

school grades

highest grade level attained

number of times retained in
same grade

Home Factors

family status (single parent,
etc)

parents' educational level

language spoken at home

family income

educational attainment of
silalings
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Determining why students drop out. The
above factors may provide a portrait of students
who typically kave school. but if school adminis-

trators can learn the specific reasons for their own

students dropping out of school. then they can
design and target appropriate interventions for
potential dmpouts. To discover what is provok-
ing the behavior of the dropout requires asking
why he or she is leaving school and probing
beyond the stated reason to verify whether this
is the real reason. States must help schools
develop the capacity to gather this infornution
and determine the primary caus. ,or the student's
departure.

States should require schools to hold an exit
interview with all students who leave school to
determine why they left. who talked with them
before they decided to leave, what the school
could have done to encourage them to stay, and
what their plans are for the future. This informa-
tion should be compiled and analyzed at the kval
and state levels.

Henry Levin suggests that there are some
aspects of school itself that may prompt students
to leave Levin. 1990). For instance, the tendency
of schools to remediate low-achievers:* rather
than accelerate them. may have a strong impact
on 3 student's decision to leave. School adminis-

=tors and teachers must be attentive to school
practices over which they have some influence.
State and local leaders must look beyond the
reasons smdems give for leaving school and begin

to identify and address these factors which most
often contribute to dropping out. including:

lack of home support and encouragement to
remain and succeed in school:

failure to provide the personal attention and
extra instructional support needed to succeed:

failure to help potential dropos see a connec-
tion between school and work:

low expectations of dropouts on the part of
many people who think that potential drop-
outs do not have what it takes to learn:

failure to provide at-risk students with a cor-
sistent. stable, and nurturing school environ-
ment over a long period of time:

the absence of a curriculum that is worthwhile
and relevant for at-risk students; and

the reluctance of local business. community.
and educational leaden to demand changes in
a school system that fails to educate through
high school at least 25 to 40 percent of its
youth.

Collaboration of Community and School Leaders ls Essential

Education, business, and community leaders in a small city in one SREB state refused to tolerate any

longer the fact that large numbers of students were leaving school to work in the area's carpet mills.
When a local businessman who employed some 500 workers was tuged to consider the long-term
economic impact of having employed a law proportion of unskilled workers who had dropped out
of school, he realized that such a work force, armed with only rote skills, was a great financial liability.

His workers needed to know how to read, to do math, and to operate computers. He took the matter
to the Chamber of Commerce and found that other business leaden had similar concerns. The entire
community and business responded in an overwhelming way.

What resulted was the establishment of a dropout prevention program in which 90 percent of the
businesses in the area agreed not to hire dropouts and to promote high school completion. Not only
were some businesses giving bonus checks to a worker when his or her child graduated from high
school, some businesses began to offer GED programs at the business sites to encourage more workers
to complete their schooling.

When the administrator leading the effort left the school system, support from central office
administrators and businesses dwindled dramatically. Consequently, dropout rates began to rise again,
as well as the employment of dropouts in the mills.
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Seams in West Virginia

Since 1968, West Virginia has required local school officials to conduct exit interviews of all dropouts
to find out why they are leaving school. Each school must tabulate the number of students dropping
out. provide demographic Mutilation on those dropouts, compile the =sons for leaving, and report
the information to the SUM West Virginia has had a steady decline in its dropout rates for the past
15 yeats. The state dropout prevention coordinator has indicated that the required exit interviews and
the compiling and reporting of information at the building level helped iocal educators become more
aim to practices that would keep students in school

recommends tbat states assess progress of their dropout
prevention programs by establishing a scoreheeping and annual
reporting system on dropouts by district and by school.

School systems and schools will become con-
cerned with dropout prevention when states start

to keep score on how they are doing and make
the score a part of the public record. Policynukers

need current data to make decisions on how to
target dropout interventions and how to distrib-
ute dropout prevention funds so that schools with
the greatest problems receive the necessary as-
sistance. At a minimum, SREB believes that states

should keep score On: the dropout rate by system
and by school, attendance rates of at-risk students
by system and school, and academic achievement

of at risk-students as measured by grades and
achievement tests. This means publishing an
annual report that provides the above informa-
tion by district and by school for the previous
five years.

Currently. most SREB states publicly report the

number of dropouts only by system, and they do
not report attendance rates and academic achieve-
ment of at-risk students by system and school
(Tables 5 and 6). West Virginia is the only SR.EB

state that has reported the dropout rate annually
for each of the state's 55 county school systems
since the 1968-69 school year

By state statutory requirement, since 1989
Texas has been publishing a dropout report by
January 31 of each odd-numbered yen This
report lists the number of dropouts by race/
ethnicity and grade for each school district in
Texas and gives the fall enrollment of that year
Future rercr.s on dropouts in Texas will include
information on :;ge, sex, socioeconomic status.
and highest grade level completed.

An annual report will do two things. First. it
will identify the clusters of schools and systems
with the greatest problems. Second. it will
identify those schools and systeras that are
making the most progress in reducing their
dropout rates.

This information would enable state research
and evaluation specialists to process information.

Tile 5
RIPORTINO OP ATTINDANCS

AND ADINIVIMENT Den
ORE "ATAISII" STUDENTS

IN SW STATES

Reporting of Attendance Reporting of Academic
States Rates Required Achievement Required

Alabama Yes

Arkansas no

Florida yes

Georgia no

ltentuclry yes

Louisiana fdc

Maryland no

Mississippi

North Carolina yes

Oklahoma PO

South Carolina no

Tennessee no

Texas

Virginia

West Virginia

fdc

Yes

yes

no

Yes

yes

Yes

fdc

no

Yes

no

no

no

fdc

Not reported 11C = Future data collectron

SOURCE Slate Departments of Education SREB March 1990 Sum,/
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report findings, and evaluate state and local
school district progress toward goals of reducing

the dropout rate. At present. states are making
limited use of the existing information base to

Table 6
ONLUCTING AND
IMPORTING INPORMATION
ON DROPOUTS

SREB States

Alabama

Arkansas

Florida

Georgia

Kentucky

Louisiana

Maryland

Mississippi

North Carolina

Oklahoma

South Carolina

Tennessee

Texas

Vinginia

West Virginia

Does the state collect
information on
dropout rates

from school districts?

Yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Yes

yes

Does the state report
information on dropouts
by district and school?

Yes

all districts and

most schools

yes1

district only2

district only

Yes

district only

district only

district only

all districts and

some schools

district only

district only

district only

district only

district only

SOURCE State Departments ot Education, SAES Marct 1990 Sunsy

Tronda reports information an dropouts by local schools only tor grades 9 12

/Georgia has Me capaotty to report information on dropouts try local school upon request

draw attention to the dropout problem. A
scorekeeping system would focus public arotion
on establishing state and local goals for reducing
the dropout rate and detemining propess towan:l

those goals.

At a recent SREB meeting, the chairman of a
Senate Education Committee made the following
case for keeping and making the dropout st ore
public:

The public is much smarter and more
aware of issues than educators give it credit
for being. lhou keep the public ignorant of
the dropout problem. it will not support in-
creasal funding or needed change& If you
inform people about the problem, they will
become involved in finding a solution. Edu-
cators. however (*en try to bide the problem,
miter than expose it and rally public support

for solving it.

6SREB recommends that each state develop a system for identify-
ing potents al dropouts in middle and secondary schools for the
purpose of intervening to keep those students in school.

While no SREB state currently has specific
procedures for identifying potential dropouts.
Louisiana is developing a state system to ill !Judy

and to monitor students who are at-risk ci trap-
ping out. North Carolina has derived a list of
characteristics commonly found among dropouts
and requires all school systems to develop their
own early identification techniques and programs

of assisunce. At present. no state is requiring all

schools to use common criteria for identifying
potential dropouts.

The research literature on dropouts reveals a
number of factors that are predictors of dropping

out. One of the strongest predictors is failing one
or more grade levels, in fact, each year that a
student fails to advance to the next grade level in-
creases hisiher chance of dropping out by more
than 40 percent. Given this. a student who has
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Oidy taro SIM States Neve a Doffoltion for "Grooltolly or Excessively
Absent"

Wad= defines excessively absent as "having missed 5 days of school for those schools operat-
ing OR a Mega basis Or 10 dap Of 5Ch001 for those schools not operating on a semester basis." There
am exceptions allowed for possible extenuating circumstances dealing with health, natural &awls,
and prior approval of travel for education. (IDuisiana Bulletin 741, R.S. 1.055.04.)

Maryland uses the term "habitually truant" to describe "1 student who has been unlawfully absent
from school for a number of days or portion of days in excess of 20 percent of the school days within
any marking period, semestez or year" A local school system has the prerogative of defining habitual
truancy kr a mom, but not less, stringent maimer (for example, tmlawful absences in excess of 15 percent

of the school days). (SREB Survey of Sere Departments of Education, March 1990.)

fallen two grade levels behind peets before going
to high school is predicted to drop out, even if no
other risk factors exist.

All SREB states report that high absenteeism
also characterizes many high school dropouts.
Although many SREB states agree with findings
published by the National Center on Education
Statistics that "a powerful predictor of whether
a student would eventually drop out is the atten-
dance record during the first four months of the
tenth grade." only Louisiana and Maryland have
indicated that they have a state definition of
chronically or excessively absent. None of the
SREB states report knowing what proportion of
students enrolled in their schools are chronically
absent between grades 1 and 4 . 5 and 8. or 9
and 12,

SREB states need to develop a system for iden-

tifying potential dropouts that local systems can
use in developing interventions needed to keep
them in school. This process must provide for
continuous monitoring so that potential dropouts
are recognized whenever events put them at risk.
The identification process should also include
information on the following factors suggested by
current research:

Retained in the same grade one or more years

Chronic absenteeism

Failing grades or a low grade point average

Difficulties with reading and school work in
general

Extenuating circumstances, such as pregnancy,

drug or alcohol dependency

School discipline problems

From economically disadvantaged families

Parent who failed to complete high school

Older siblings who have dropped out

From broken homesisingle parent families

Early identification and prevention programs
that identify students on academic and non-
academic factors and use a range of intervention
strategies are more successful with at-risk students

than those that limit their identification to aca-
demics and use only a remedial approach to
correct educational deficits, according to Slavin.
KarWeit, and Madden (1989). Schools must
monitor the attendance and academic progress of
these students through graduation and provide
the extra help and attention they may need at
appropriate times to succeed in regular. rather
than remedial. courses.

I. SREB recommends that states support research and evaluation
efforts to determine effective approaches for keeping at-risk youth
in school and advancing their academic achievement.

State and local policymakers need to know
what works in keeping at-risk students in school

and advancing their educational achievement.
Without a vigorous research and evaluation
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A Unified State Dropout Prevention Plan Should Contain:

A common goal:

A common framework of strategies and a common set of performance indicators for evaluating all

A central information clearinghouse for all dropout prevention initiatives:

A means for reporting annually the composite accomplishments and proms in dropout prevention.

program of dropout prevention initiatives, local
districts will persist in adopting strategies with
little or no evidence of their effectiveness. Sutes
must encourage local school districts to try a vari-

ety of plausible alternafivesfmm traditional
-01e-focus programs to serious eftOrts that en-

cot curricular. instructional, and organiza-
tional , nanges in schools serving many at-risk
students.

Link. will be gained by throwing large sums of

funds at "dropout prevention- that is not directed
toward positive results. The real pay-offs will
occur when sures use their money to determine.
through rigorous external evaluation practices.
what works and to help school districts adopt
valid practices.

A successful dropout information management

system should enable the state to conduct com-
parative use studies of four or five schools with
exceedingly high dropout rates and four or five
schools with exceedingly low rues. while match-

ing the schools in student demogrphics and
other school chamcwristics. The purpose would
he to sort out practices that seem to make a differ-

ence. Most states are not yet doing that.

Mly North Carolina has reported a study to
identify the characteristics of schools with suc-
cessful dropout prevention programs Nibel,
1988). The study found that:

Administrators placed a high priority on
dropout prevention.

There is an ongoing process of setting goals.
solving problems. mobilizing resources. im-
plementing goals. and evaluating 3nd report-
ing progress.

Frequent direct counseling was provided for
-at-risk- students.

Comprehensive learning centers were estab-

lished where students who were weak in read-

ing or math could work on improving their
skills.

Strong vocational education programs pro-
vided an environment in which students had
a sense of belonging and found opportunities
for success.

Counseling was an important pan ot in-school
suspension programs.

Fewer students worked outside of school.

Although few have done so. SREB states need
to fund research and development pmjects aimed
at bringing about change in schools that serve
many at-risk students. Projects should develop
instrucr:onal approaches that are appropriate

low achievers who are older students and
will accelerate the progress of at-risk students
by reaching them through higher level academic
c ou rses .

In its Target 2000 effort. South Carolina
provided 54 million in 1989-90 tor 2- projects to

develop and pilot-test strategies Mr assisting
potential dropouts and bringing dropouts back to
school. At the completion of these three-year
projects. the successful strategics will form a
-pool- of ideas that work and can he incorpo-
rated into local districts' comprehensive dropout
prevention plans. The project sites will also
become in-state laboratories for districts to visit

Is they proceed with their plans. bmisiana is
funding projects for school systems to design
various interventions to reduce the number of
dropouts.

Each SREB state department of education
should form partnerships with institutions of
higher education to create a knowledge base of
practices that work in keeping at-risk students in
school and in advancing their achievement.
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nal recommends that states create and empoweran office or
commission on dropout prevention.

All stIlles have a designated dropout prevetuion

coordinatot but these coordinatots ham neither
the charge nor mganizational clout to develop
and implement a unified strategyin most states.
dropout activities are distributed among several
state agencies that operate independently. Too
often the coordinator is at a low level, has multi-
ple responsibilities, and no staff. The person
responsible for state dropout prevention efforts
must be in a position to help local schools with

needed technical assistance and guidance. to
effect plans for changes within schools and to
elicit the assistance of other professionals from
a variety of agencies to work with local school
districts.

All SREB states indicate that they have programs
other than those specifically directed to dropout
prevention for "at-risk- populations. These are
often administered through the governor's office,
labor department, employment commission,
transportation or highway department. depart-
ment of human resources or services, the judicial

system. finance department. or health depart-
ment. Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Louisiana.
Kentucky. and West Virginia indicate that at least

three or more other state offices conduct activi-
ties that involve potential dropouts.

The degree of invort mint and commitment
to dropout prevention of these other offices varies

considerably among t!ie SREB states. No SREB
state is effectvely involving all the state agencies
with poteatial for helping at-risk students in the
development of a unified state plan (SREB Survey

of State Departments of Education, 1990).

Each SREB state should have a designatet' office

or commission of dropout prevention with se
ficient clout and visibility for successfully
focusing on:

Developing a unified state dropout prevention
plan:

Sustaining public attention on the issue
through the decade of the '90s:

Connecting more effectively the series of frag-
mented initiatives;

Making maximum use of discretionary
ItSOUrCLI; and

Engaging significant political. educational, and
private sector leaden in dropout reduction.

Although SREB statts may not yet have effective and unified dropout prevention plans, some exem-
plary state-level efforts are occurring. Many efforts, howeveA represent a piecemeal approach rather
than a comprehensive state strategy. The following vignettes demonstrate the wide array of programs
now found in the region. The aaivities show statewide con= for and imrolvemat in dropout inven-
tion and the use of a variety of state resources. These ate programs that all SREB states could develop
without extra ante funding.

Summer Study and Work at col-
leges in 1tzas. For sixyeas die V= Higher
Education Coordinating Board has been operat-
ing the Youth Opportunities Unlimited Program,

which places 14- and 15-year-old potential
dmpouts on college amuses for 60 days dur-
ing the sum= The miens are given aedit for
four bouts of daily academic instruction, receive

career and educational counseling, and earn
money for part-time work on campus.

This program, which served 1,862 Ras

youths and operated on 201425 campuscs in
1990, is funded through the federaljob lbining
Pannership Act OTPA). Wks indkate ths most
of these students compkk school and many
even attend college. Besides giving special =Ca-
tion to seriously at-risk students, the program
indudes a "Parents' Weekend's "Oil, which the
students' parents attend sessions on how to pro-
mote sthool achkvement and develop other skills
contributing to schonl success.

This kind of callaborative program supports dr
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findings of Sipe. Grossman, and Milliner (1987)
that an intensive summer instructional program
can provide academic achievement benefits tor
at-risk secondary students. It is the kind of pro-

gram that can be duplicated in all SREB states.

Ala Ir na's Early Warning Thancy
Program. After a state task force survey found
that truancy was the most frequently reported
reason for dropping out, the Alabama Depart-

ment of Education. in cooperation with the
Administiltive Office of Courts, established an
early warning program that provides early inter-

vention in truancy problems.

In cooperation with juvenile authorities, each
education agency electing to participate in the
program develops policies and procedures con-

forming to state law and recommends them to the

board of education for adoption. The policies
identify the role and wiponsibilities of courts and
schools and govern the operation of the early
warning program. Alabama law requires that stu-

dents with unexcused absences be reported
weekly to the local superintendent and stipulates
that the superintendent require an attendance
officer to investigate cases of non-enrollment or
absences. Prior to implementing the program,
publicity garners support from the community
and advises parents and students of the program.

Although it may vary from system to system,
generally the early warning programs follow a
four-step process;

After the first truancy, the student is counseled

by the homeroom teacher or principal.

After the second truancy, the school notifies
the parents or guardians of the student's un-
excused absence and of the procedures that
will be followed in the event that other unot-

cused absences occur.

After the third unexcused absence, the stu-
dent's parents or guardians must participate in
the early warning program provided by the
juvenile court at the county courthouse in the
iudge's chambets. If a student and parents fail

to appear before the judge, a complaint orpeti-

tion is filed against the child and/or parents.

After a fourth unexcused absence, a compla'zu
or petition is filed against the child andior

parents.

West Virginia's Commitment to
Dropout Prevention as a Priority for
All State Educators. In May of 1990. West
Virginia's Department of Health and Human Ser-

vices held a Children's Summit Meeting to focus
on the problem of at-risk students and possible
solutions to it. In a series of town meetings con-
ducted the summer of thr same year, the issue of
keeping at-risk students in school emerged as a
major concern.

In fall 1990, the governor appointed a Cabinet
on Children and Families, which includes the
heads of all state agencies dealing with children
or families, to assure that the state provides com-

prehensive services to at-risk children. Further-
more. the RIC Superintendent of Education has
stated that the goal is for all children in West
Virginiaincluding all at-risk studentsto gradu-
ate from high school. As a milt, dropow preven-
tion is a pricrity for all program managers within

the State Department of Education.

To achieve the goal. West Virginia is coordinat-

ing the activities of many state agencies that
provide services and help to potential dropouts;
keeping score by county and publishing an annual

report on dropout rates; using JTPA and other
funds to provide interventions for most potential
dropouts: and tracking school attendance in
accordance with the sute law requiring that
students between 15 and 18 must be enrolled in
school to have a driver's license

Kentucky's Public Awareness
Campaign Involving the Private
Sector. Kentucky's governor has proclaimed
one week in April as Dropout Prevention Focus
Week, during which the Kentucky Department
of Education, the Kentucky Grocers Association,
and shopping caters throughout Kentucky spon-
sor "Project Cart- This public service program
is designed to create public awareness of the
problems of students who drop out; to increase
students' understanding of the relationship
between academic and marketable skills and the
working world; and to orient students on avail-

able job opportunities.

Local dropout prevention coordinators work
with local businesses in distributing promotional
items and information and hosting a career aware-
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ness day for at-risk youth. On Career Awareness
Day, students air assigned to fobs that give them
a first-hand view of how businesses function. Job

=fitments= described, employer expectatiom
outlined, and students aft evaluated at the end of
the day. Businesses receive literature on the or-
tent of the dropout problem in Kentucky, things
they can do to promote school completion, and
the benefits of a well-educated work force.

North Carolina's Business Part-
nership Program. The North Carolina
Department of Public Instruction has endorsed
a collaborative busines:Ischool effort in which
businesses employ potential dropouts and en-
courage them to complete school.

The business, participating students, and
school representatives sign a contract. The busi-
ness agrees to limit students' working hours so
that the job does not interfere with school work.
Schools recommend selected potential dmpouts
who are 16 or older for employment. Students
who are hired are eligible for the benefits and
advancement opportunities available to all part-
time employees. Students must remain in school,
meet the scia.lol's attendance requirements, and
perform satisfactorily on the job to continue
employment. The state provides staff training for
school personnel to develop the program at the
local level.

SREB recommends that states use their funding resources
federal, statg and localto promote a unified and comprehen-
sive dropout prevention program.

Providing financial resources to assist school
systems in developing dropout prevention pro-
grams clearly serves as an indicator of the impor-

tance the state attaches to dropout prevention and

as an incentive to stimulate activities that can help

reduce the number of dropouts at the local level.

The amount of annual funds that flow into
dropout prevention efforts and the distribution
of such funds vary among the SREB states. Four

states annually earmark between $49 million and
$400 million specifically for dropout prevention:

six states, howevet do not earmark any fund.s
specifically for dropout prevention efforts.
Because data is not comparable, it is difficult to
determine if there is a relationship between the
level of special state funding in dropGat preven-

lion and the progress states are making to reduce
dropout rates.

SREB states distribute funds for dropout
prevention efforts in several ways. The most com-

mon way has been through competitive grants
awarded to local districts submitting funding
proposals for dropout prevention programs.
Florida, Kentucky. Louisiana. North Carolina,
Oklahoma, South Carolina, Tennessee. Tens.
Virginia. and West Virginia distribute funds
according to this pattern. SREB states should use
funds earnurked for dropout prevention to
develop a knowledge base of effective practices
for improving the achievement of at-risk students
in the middle and high school grades.

Are States Missing es Oppoitunity with the Job Disdains Partnership Ad?
States have a responsibility to apprise schools of the availability of JTPA funds and how to direct

funds toward dropout prevention. Officials in the State Deparunent of Educadon in one SREB stare
report that at IC2Si 813 million in JTPA funds could be legitimately used for dropout prevention dur-

ing the regular academic year under Tide II-A. At least $16.5 million could be used for summer youth
programs under Tide la These summer programs must include an employment training component
and a focus on developing basic skills. Some local educators in variousSREB states take advamage of
these funds to design programs that include interventions encouraging potential dropouts to change
direction and stay in schoollt is not known to what extent local districts are using these ftmds to sup-
port dropout prevention efforts.

4,'4
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Another sitabk source of funding for dropout
prevention is found in the array of state and
kderal programs :hat states administer for at-risk
populations. including potential dropouts. The
largest source of federal allocations is for romom-
icily disadvantaged youth under the job Training

Partnetship Act tITP1). For exampk. Jacksonville.

Florida. has used job Training Partnership funds
to serve over HMO students each summer since
l98. The program involves at-risk students in a
combined work and summer school program to
improve basic competencies in math. science. and

English for those students. An external evaluation

of the program comparing participants with a
group of nonparticipating youth reveakd in-

creased academic achievement and school com-
pletion ram and lower juvenile arrest rates for the

program participants.

Other special non-governmental funding
sources include grants from private foundations
tor school, district. or local government projects

and programs. and grants from local businesses
and industries which air often administered joint-

ly with local school districts. Schools and distrios

can obtain support for different elements of a
comprehensive dropout preyention plan through
such public and private sector funds. SREB states

should use these other sources of discretionary
timding for efforts as part of a unified and com-
prehensive state program.

state dropout prevention initiatives should not

hc limited to isolated. special projects. Strategies
should be initiated to get local school districts to
use available resources in 3 planned approach to
adopt proven practices for serving at-risk stu-
dents. Schools and school systems have typically
addressed thc dropout problem in a highly frag-
mented manner. adding and soon dropping some

special new service as project funds become avail-

able and then expire. The objective is to en-
courage schools to make substantial changes in
their curriculum, instructional approaches.

Federal Programs Serving Potential Dropout Population

The following programs provide states with funding that could be used to support programs and
services for potemial dropouts who qualify accordingly.

Head Start
Follow Through'
Chapter I Compensatory Education, Basic Grant
Chapter I Neglected and Delinquent Children Set-Aside
Chapter I Handicapped Children Set-Aside
Chapter I Migrants Set-Aside

Drug Free Schools
National Diffusion Network
Substance Abuse Prevention Program
Education Partnership Program
AIDS Education Program
Stuart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Program
Educationally Handicapped, POLE: Grant
Educationally Handicapped, Early Childhood Set-Aside
Bilingual Education
Emergency Immigrant and Refugee Education
Vocational Education, Basic Grant (Youth and Adults)
Vocational Education. Consumer and Homemaking Set-Aside Obuth and Adults)
Vocational Education, Community-Based Organizations Set-Aside Obuth and Adults)
Job Raining Partnership Act Title II-A (Raining for Youth and Adults)
job 'Raining Partnership Act Tide (Summer Program)
Community Service Block Grants (All Uses)

'Mow Through grate are made go %pommy* agencie& such as umseisnies, and mas or ran not he used bi- these agencies in then home stars
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school climate, and organization to serve at-risk
students more effectively.

Some states are beginning to take steps to en-
courage local systems to adopt proven practices
by linking state funding to successful practices.
For example. a plan to be implemented in Texas
requirrs that if a local district does not reduce the

dropout rate to five percent by the year 1992. that

district must target 33 percent of its funds for
compensatory education on appropriate dropout
prevention programs. Maryland will not fund a
school through Maqland Tomorrowwhich
contains its dropout initiativeunless it has a
plan and program for implementation in accor-
dance with the state's design.

SREB recommends tbat states promote a vision of bow
middle and secondary scbools must change if more students
are to complete high school.

While initiatives in pre-school and early child-

hood education will assist in producing long-term

improvement in keeping students in school, states

must accompany such efforts with interventions
direeted specifically at students in the middle and

high schools today. SREB encourages states to es-

tablish a vision of how middle aPd secondary
schools must change if they are to have larger
numbers of at-risk students completing high
school. This vision must address poor school
climate and mediocre instructional practices that
affect not only at-risk students, but the large num-

bers of students who alt not pursuing a college
preparatory program of study.

Practices among the most successful sites in the

SREB-Vocational Education Consortium and in
SREB's current dropout prevention project con-
firm the successful practices of the acceletated
and effective schools models, described in the
literature (Irvin, 1986; Levin, 1987; Levin, 1990:
Kretovics et al., 1991; Peterson, 1989; Wiggins.
1991; Weiss, 1988; Rich et al., 1979; Weber, 1991).

SREB has found that the following nine strategies
used at the middle school and high school levels
have successfully helped schools cut their
dropout rates.

Identify potential dropouts early in their
middle and high school careers and select
those who will receive targeted assistance. An
early. periodic, and reliable identification
process is essential for taNeting special as-
sistance to potential dropouts.

Establish higher expectations in basic com-
petencies for all students, including potential

dropouts. Many teachers and counselors will
have to change conventional low expectations
concerning what at-risk students should study

and how well they can learn.

Enroll targeted potential dropouts in a com-
bined college preparatory and occupational
program rather than allow them to be shuffled
onto the general track leading nowhere.
Teachers and counselors must work on an in-
dividual basis with all students to help them
plan a program of study that will provide them

aCCeSs 10 college preparatory level mathe-
matics, science, language arts, and occupa-
tional studies leading to employment and to
further education.

Use applied instructional strategies to teach
basic competencies so that as students see that
the content is meaningful and related to real
life, they will become engaged in learning.

Enhance and expand targeted students* per-
sonal views of their career and education
potential and opportunities by giving them
access to materials and personsemployers.
workers. and persons involved in further
educationthat help them build a dream

for the furare. with the progr.m of study as the
bridge to that future

Use an interdisciplinaq tern of vocational
academic and support personnel to plan and
monitor curriculum and provide extra instrut.-

tional support. w :len needed, to targeted stu-
dents over a period of several years. Faculty
collegiality is essential fer building a bond
based on a common interest in making the

1 6
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school day more meaningul for at-risk Kudents

Implement, as needed, a program of personal
attention and extra instructional support to
accelerate, rather than remediate. targeted
students. This should include extended day
and extended school year efforts and manda-
tory summer school programs for students
who fail.

Involve patents in activities to help keep their
children in school and to accelerate their aca-

demk progress.

Involve business and community leaders in
efforts to keep targeted students in school and
to advance their basic competencies by: help-
ing the community see that the dropout
problem is much more than a school problem;

developing a mentoring program; encouraging

business to curtail the hiring of dropouts;

developing employment practices that en-
courage students to strive for the high school
diploma; and encouraging employees with
children in school to become involved in their

children's future

The success of these strategies, however,
depends upon strong administrative support at
the school and district levels, appropriate staff
developmem with follow-up activities, and. from

the entire school staff, the eqmession of care and
conc.= for all students, not just those who are
college-bound. SREB states ;wed to communicate

to system and school leaders the strategies that
successful schools are using to hold more poten-
tial dropouts in school. Sures should use national
and state evaluation information as a base for
refining valid dropout prevention practices. The
state role is to help local educators successfully
implement proven practices.

SREB recommends that states require all school systems to
develop dropout prevention plans at the school level for those
clusters of middle and secondary schools with a dropout

rate greater than the state's dropout goal for the year 2000. Plans should
be approved hy the State Department of Education.

Currently, only Florida. Tens, and West
Virginia require all school systems to develop
dropout prevention plans and report on annual
progress. Only Florida requires that local systems

submit dropout prevention plans for state ap-
proval. The extent to which local systems in the
region have developed dropout prevention plans
is very uneven.

North Carolina requires school systems having

dropout rates above the state average to sub-
mit plans.

South Carolina will require formal plans of all

districts by 1994.

All school systems in Kentucky, Maryland,
North Carolina, and Virginia have developed
some sort of informal action plan.

Informal action plans have been developed by

50 percent of the school systems in Mississippi;

25 percent in Georgia and in South Carolina.
20 percent in Louisiana.

The remaining SREB states do not collect this
information. Moreovet no state is currently keep-

ing score on the adequacy of these plans, the ex-
tent to which they are carried out, and the results
being achieved. At least, local systems should be
required to describe procedures that will be used
for identifying potential dropouts in middle and
secondary schools, to identify interventions for
keeping potential dropouts in school while ad-
vancing their academic achievement. and to
designate procedures for tracking and reporting
annually what is happening to identified students.
States should require special action plans at the
school level for all clusters of middle and second-

ary schools with a dropout rate greater than the
rate su ested in the stiles dropout goal for the
year 2000.

By requiring and assisting local school systems

to develop and implement dropout prevention
plans, the state demonstrates its commitment to
the goal of reducing its dropout rate and increas-

27
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ing its graduation rate. While all SREB states have

such goals, few states have developed comprehen-

sive policies and strategies for encouraging local

sySteMS to formulate and implement plans to
achieve substantial reductions in dropout rates.

SREB recommends that states provide local systems with
technical assistance for reducing dropout rates.

The degree of leadership assumed by the st2te
in working to reduce the dropout ratemay be de-
termined by the extent of state involvement in
funding research projects and providing a broad
range of technical assistance that includes the fol-

lowing: publishing and circulating to all school
systems a dropout prevention planning guide;
publishing and distributing descriptions of suc-
cessful dropout prevention strategies; conducting

state and regional workshops and confarnces on

dropout prevention; and furnishing on-site tech-
nical assistance to all school systems.

Publishirg Informationon Drop-
out Prevention. Alabama. Arlemsas, FIGrida.
Georgia, Kentucky, North Carolina. South Caro-
lina, and West Vitginia publish and distribute
guides for local school districts to use when plan-
ning dropout prevention activities.

Most state guides describe the characteristics of

dropouts. Some guides also describe interven-
tions to target those characteristics. Guides in
Alabama and West Virginia have tables with data
on dropouts by gendee race, attendance patterns,

when they dropped out, grade level, achievement

scores, grade average, number of grades repeated.

out-of-school work patterns, and socioeconomic
St2111S.

Guides in Florida. North Carolina. and South
Carolinawhere comprehensive and structured
state dropout prevention plans have been or are
being developeddescribe the required compo-
nents and procedures of a dropout reduction
plan. The Kentucky publication contains guide-
lines for the schools in suJmitting proposals for

state dropout prevention funds. Some guides also
outline what parents and businesses can do to
promote school completion and to prevent
students from &upping out. The Georgia guide
contains perhaps the most comprehensive infor-

=lion on dropout prevention. It reviews the
literature on dropouts and describes successful
programs. listing their contact person, target
group. programming strategies, and evaluation
methods. SREB recommends a resource guide on

dropout prevention that provides at least the
following:

instructions for developing and implementing
a local plan;

descripfions of successful programs:

practices that appear to work in reducing the
dropout t2teS; and

procedures for identifying potential &Touts
and providing them with special assistance.

State and Regional Workshops
and Conferences. Eight states (Florida,
Georgia. North Carolina. Oklahoma, South
Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia, and Wm Vuginia)
held statewide andlor regional conferences on
dropout prevention for local school leaders dur-
ing the 1989-90 school year. Conferences occur
periodically in six of these states (Florida.
Georgia, North Carolina. South Carolina, Tennes-
see. and NXtst Virginia).

State-sponsored conferences and workshops
effectively sustain attention on reaching the
regional and state dropout preventh n goal. These

conferences enable the stite to recognize school
leaden who have been most effective in their
dropout prevention efforts, giving them a forum
for sharing with others. They also provide state
coordinators with the opportunity to up-date
schools on statewide programs, practices, and
policies. SREB recommends that all states conduct

conferences and workshops aimed at raising the
level of loCal effort in closing the gap between
the current dropout rate and the goal for the
year 2000.

28
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On-site Thchnical Assistance Alaba-

ma, Arkansas. Florida. Georgia, Kentucky, Loui-

siana, Maryland, North Carolina, Oklahoma,
South Carolina. Tennessee. Virginia, and West
Virginia report that they provide technical as-
sistance, beyond distributing printed materials, to

local school districts.

In Alabam, Geotgia. North Carolina. South
Carolina, Tennessee, and Virginia the assistance

comes chiefly in the form of workshops or in-

service programs at the local level. North
Camlina. Oklahoma, South Carolina, and itnnes-

see provide assistance to any system upon request.

In VuOia. a representative from the State Depart-
ment of Education makes an annual visit to each
school district receiving a state dropout grant to

assist the site in its efforts and to monitor the
grant.

Dropout prevention rt.3earch centers at the
University of Miami in Florida and Clemson
University in South Carolina offer information
and work with local systems. In addition to as-
sisting South Carolina's schools, the service arm
of Clemson University's National Dropout
Prevention Center wends throughout the entire
nation. SREB state., need to identify a cadre of
professionals from the State Department of Edu-
cation, higher education institutions, and local
school systems who can provide technical
assistance to lccal school systems and schools
needing special help.

13 SREB recommends that states focus on developing leader-
ship at the school level to direct dropout preventionefforts.

A key role of state leaders is to develop school
level "hands-on know-how" for uldressing the
dropout problem. Each SREB state's Department
of Education should create a network of contig-

uous middle and secondary schools pursuing a
common goal of dropout prevention. This net-
work could extend throughout the region. Each
of these 'lighthouse schools" should have a team
of teachers and administrators spearheading the
school's dropout prevention efforts. The state
should help school site teams defme their
dropout problems and develop a plan for solving

them. At appropriate intervals, the state should
convene these school teams to share what they

are learning. An essential role of the state is to

develop the capacity of school-based educators

to define and address the problem and expand the

number of "lighthouse schools" that are effec-
tively reducing school dropout rates.

State leadership is needed to change the mind-

set of local school teams. Presently, the prevail-

ing attitude is that "We cannot reduce the dropout

rate at our school because the students are poor;
they speak another language at home; there are
too many project kids." State leaders must con-
vince local school leaders that, although these
factors exist, they must be surmounted. Reduc-
ing the state dropout tate will occur only when
every school in the state is committed to a pro-

gram of dropout prevention. Dropout rediction
is largely a matter of capacity and will of local
leadaship.

14SREB recommends that states establish on-site review teams
who can evaluate progress and provide technical assistance
to those schools in trouble

SREB axes need to conduct extensive on-site
visits to school districts and schools with chronic
dropout problems and to provide school leaders

with a comprehensive set of recommendations

for specific actions. At present, no SREB state

does this.
Each state should create interagency review

teams to conduct on-site evaluations of schools
te?
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and communities failing to make progress in
reducing their dropout rate. A team would spend
several days at a site to gather and compile infor-

mation regarding the school's problems. The warn
should present its findings and ircormnendations

to school faculty, the school board, parents. and

business and community leaders. One or more
members of the team would work with the school

and community over several months to translate
recommendations into practice.

The state's on-site review process should be
sufficiently developed so that any school system
could request a state on-site review team to con-
duct a study of those contiguous clusters of
middle and secondary schools within its system
having the most severe dropout problems. The
SREB-Stiw Vocational Education Consortium has

already developed a dropout prevention model
that scum could replicate.

SREB recommends that
enrolled in an "approved
18 or until tbey receive a

As a region. we can no longer be satisfied with

educating only about 70 percent of our youth
through high school. Arkansas. Oklahoma. and
Virginia already require school attendance until
the age of 18 (Table 7). Florida. Louisiana,
Mississippi, South Carolina. Tennessee, and Texas

require attendance until the age of 17. Six SREB
stitCS (Alabama, Georgia, Kentucky, Miry land,
North Carolina. and West Virginia) still require
school attendance only until age 16.

States should provide youth who are not suc-
cessful in the traditional educrional setting with
alternative choices for completing high school.
These alternatives should show a clear relation-
ship between education and etr.pi.c., aunt and
should be aimed at advancing students' academic
and technical competencies. Staw and local
dollars should follow them to their alternative
setting. The intent is not only to make a com-
mitment to educate all youth until age 18, but to
diversify the setting and the appmach etployed.

Alternative choices should provide a non-
traditional approach for youth to meet high
school graduation requirements and meet the
standards for achievement in communication.
matheinaics, and science that are essential for
continued learning on the job or in a secondary
educational setting.

Approved alternative education should give
preferential consideration to:

Year-round access to basic and academic edu-

cation and services, such as employment and

states require all youth to be
educational program" until age
diploma, whichever comes first.

career counseling and job placement, that
accommodate students' special needs without
jeopardizing academic progress;

Alternative instructional techniques that
address alternate learning styles, including
hands-on and computer-trsed experience;

11thle 7
STAN! LAWS TO PROMOTS

SCHOOL ATTINDANCE

Compulsory School Driver's License
States Attendance Age Linkage

Alabama

Arkansas

Florida

Georgia

Kentucky

Louisiana

Maryland

Mississippi

North Carolina

Oklahoma

South Carolina

Tennessee

Texas

Virginia

West Virginia

16

18

17

16

16

17

16

17

16

18

17

17

17

18

16

no

yes

yes

no

yes

yes

no

no"

no

no

no

Yes

yes

Yes

Ps

SOURCE State Deoanments ot Educatloo, SREB March IWO Sorveei

'Legsstabon has been enacted. but hdt =lamented
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Mentors to provide positive role models, en-
couragement. and the extra help needed to
succeed;

Liaisons with employers and a full range of
community health and social malice agencies;

Supportive. family-like environment:

Assessment to assure that students have
acquired the academic foundation necessary
for further learning; and

A built-in process of frequent evaluations of
alternative programs to prevent "approved
educational alternatives" from eluding into a

means for warehousing "undesirable" youth.

Several excellent models of alternative "stile
approved" educational programs exist through-

out the reton and nation.

Adult high schools. such as the open campus
high school in Gwinnett County, Georgia, and the

Cohen Adult Learning Center in Nashville,
knnessee, that offer flexible scheduling allowing
students to attend any classes they need between
4 p.m. and 10 p.m.

Cities in schools, such as the one in Charlotte,
North Carolina, that promote and facilitate the
coordinated delivery of existing health. educa-
tional, and social support services at the edua-
tional site for the benefit of at-risk youth and their

families.

Secondary academies at area vocational
schools encompassing the "school within a
school" concept, exemplified by the Peninsula
Academies/Partnership Academies in Stanford,
California. Such programs combine strategies of
smaller class size with applied instructional tech-
niques in academic and technical UM developed

through business and school partnerships.

Alternative secondary schools on college
campuses, such as Middle College at laGuardia
Community College in New York, where poten-
tial dropouts who do not fit in well in the
conventional school setting can receive the neces-

sary counseling and special help in the courses
they need to complete high school. These stu-
dents attend school in a setting where they feel
important and can see the direct connection
between the high school diploma and further
learning, either at work or in an institution.

SREB recommends that states establish a system of incentives
and sanctions that encourage students to attend school and
encourage unity of purpose among school faculty to suc-

cessfully return at-risk students to the mainstream of education.
SREB believes that, through incentives, the sow

can symbolize to the public and to students the
importance of remaining in school until compk-
tion. Examples of such incentives indude linking
driver's licenses to school attendance Seven states

have enacted legislation that ties the privilege of
holding a driver's license with staying in school.
The purpose is to discourage students from ex-
cessive absenteeism and from leaving school
prematurely. Sis stitCSArkans2s, Florida, Ken-
tucky, Louisiana, knnessee, and West Virgillia
have provisions for suspension of driver's licenses

on the grounds of unexcused absenteeism
(lIble 7). Students in these states nry have their
driwr's licenses reinstated by complying with the

attendance policy or with other specific require-
ments. Texas and Virginia have taken a milder
appmach in linking the issuance of a litiltSe with

school attendance

While these actions are usually carried out
without additional funds, some states are look-
ing closely at ways to avoid some of the problems
experienced by states that adopted these =sures
early. Problems include a sudden influx of
dropouts to schools that are not prepared to help
those students address their difficulties. Florida
requires that the school district provide counsel-
ing to all students before suspension of the
license

3
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In Kentucky, licenses can be suspended only in

those districts that operate state-approved alter-
native education programs designed to meet the
educational needs of students who are not suc-
cessful in the ugular school setting. Kentucky
also requires that applicants for the driver's
license show that they are eniolled in school and
have not been found "academically deficient ."

Statutes in Louisiana and Tennessee were
modeled after West Virginia's measure, but have
added provisions whereby students can appeal
the denial or cancellation of a license by filing an

application for a hearing before the public safety

department (Gaines. 1990). Such incentives to en-

courage students to remain in high school are
most useful when they are coupled with strategies

aimed at identifying and effectively engaging
potential dropouts in the educational process.

Stare and local educational leaders should join
with community and business leaders to develop
incentives that reward at-risk students for staying
and succeeding in school. States could develop
standards of achievement in communications.
mathematics, and science for at-risk audents.
Students meetir.g these standards would have the
foundation for continued learning in either a

work or education setting.

Employers in the state or local area should
pledge to employ these students in jobs with
potential for advancement, and scholarships
should be made avaikble to support these stu-
dents in formal education beyond high school. At-

risk students need to learn that hard work will pay

dividend& Many of these student need a goal that
can motivate them. Eligible students would be
identified in the middle grades as students most
likely not to complete high school.

Such a program offers several advantages. First,

it reconnects school to a goal. Second, it obligates

the school and community to provide extra help
and encouragement to obtain the goal. Third, it
focuses positive petsonal attention on that group
of students most ignored by the community and
some schools.

A dropout prevention advisory committee,
composed of political and educational leaders
active in dropout reducton. attending an SREB

meeting, recently recommended the establish-
ment of "bonus grants" for schools that have. over

a three-year period, significantly raised both the
academic achievement and the school retention
rate of at-risk students.

The school's pi incipal and faculty would de-
cide how the funcb would be used to further their
dropout pryention efforts. A high school prin-
cipal from Kentucky said. "Bonus grants help
build a team mentality, and it is not just one or two

teachers who will reduce the dropout problem.
It is everybody buying into a set of strategies for
improving school outcomes for at-risk students."
SREB recommends that states develop ways to
encourage a united school faculty effort to work
toward successfully educating at-risk students.

Holding schools accountable for carrying out
dropout prevention practices is another my to
focus attention on the importance of reducing the
dropout rate. SREB believes that states will need
to develop ways of placing sanctions on districts
and schools which are unsuccessful, over a period
of time. in reducing high dropout rates, in improv-

ing attendance rates of at-risk students, and in
improving academic achievement as measured by
grades and national standardized tests.

In North Carolina, dropout plans for local
systems are subject to the state's accountability
measure and performance standards in the
accreditation process. Alabama. Arkansas. Louisi-

ana, South Carolina, Texas, and Virginia are in the

process of developing sanctions to encourage
local sysrems to adopt prover dropout prevention

strategies. In Rorida, districts that have not in-
cluded a teen pregnancy program in their drnpout

prevention plans are ineligible for the extra state
funds allocated to all schools for each potential
dropout.

Four SREB statesArkansas, Florida, North
Carolina, and Vitginiahave developed some
type of sanctions for school districts that are un
responsive to the state's dropout initiative. Cur-
rent sanction policies focus on holding districts
accountable only for having dropout prevention
plans. No SREB SI= has yet issued sanctions
against a school or district for failing to reduce
an excessive dropout rate.
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CONCLUSION

The comprehensiveness of state plans and
strategies for reducing the dropout fate will have

an impact on how long it takes to reduce a state's

dropout rate SREB states vary greatly in: the
otganizations addressing dropout prevention. ue
leadership being provided to the effort; :ad the
state strategies for sustaining a long-term focus on

dropout prevention. The more active a state is in

these three areas, the more local school systems
will be encouraged to address the problem.

To reduce the dropout rate, states must have an

infonnation system that will determine the vari-
ous factors causing students to drop out and
secure essential information about the charac-
teristics of those dropouts. With this comprehen-
sive information, strategies to treat the causes can

be planned more effectively. The education
specialists who are responsible for dropout
prevention in SREB states confirm that progress

in developing effective statewide management in-
formation systems for dropout prevention is very

uneven in the region.

It is not enough for states just to collect infor-
mation about thopoutsthe information must te
used to focus and sustain public attention on the
dropout problem. One state educational specialist
responsible for dropout prevention has said it
best: "If states want action at the building level
to improve dropout prevention, then states must
publish annually, by system and by school, infor-

mation on attendance, chronic absenteeism, and
the number of dropouts." To keep score and to
report useful information on dropout ptevention
states must have the capacity to track the ptogress
of at-risk studms in grades K through 12 and
beyond.

To effectively orchestrate state personnel and
financial resources toward a dropout prevention
goal, states must establish an office or commis-
sion for dropout prevention with the authority
and visibility equal to the goal. SREB's survey of
stateS reveals that most have not crated an or-
ganizational structure necessary for unifying
public and prrate resources toward a common
dropout prevenfien goal.

Keeping the score and reporting the results of
dropout prevention is essential, but without a
comprehensive plan aimed at closing the gap be-

tween the current dropout rate and the state goal.

little will change The personal and environmen-
tal forces causing students to drop out are
ingrained in the social and cultural fabric of the
home, school, and community. Tb make signifi-
cant progress, an organized and purposeful set of

counterfotres must be mounted and sustained on
a long-term basis.

An adequate plan for dropout reduction would

engage local educational and community leaders
in defining and addressing the problem. The aim

of the plan would be to:

establish among educational leaders that the
current dropout ram is no longer acceptable;

build a knowledge base of proven practices for

dropout prevention;

provide technical assistance on a continuing
basis to local school districts adopting dropout

prevention practices; and

advance the know-how for system and school-

level leaders to address the dropout problem
effectively and successfully.

The good news is that all SREB states have a
goal to reduce significantly the dropout fate, and

there is growing public concern that actions must
be taken to address the problem. The bad news
is that mmt states have mounted strategies that am

woefully inadequate for achieving their estab-
lished goals.

Reaching the dropout reduction goal will re-
quire state kadership initiatives that engage local
leadenin education, the community, and
businessto higher levels of motivation, perfor-
mance, and moral responsibility for successfully
holding mote students in school through gradu-
ation. Until that occurs, significantly reducing
dropout rates is likely to remain a dream charac-
terized by hit and mig operations. SREB states
must act decisively and quickly to assure that all
of their citizens are educated to meet the sophisti-
cated, technological society we can expect in the

glst century.
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